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A. Title of the thesis and abstract 

a. Title 

A SYSTEM FOR SIMPLIFICATION OF IDIOMATIC GUJARATI TEXT FOR 

IMPROVED INTERLINGUAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING 

b. Abstract 

Gujarat is one of the states of Western India and Gujarati is the state‟s official 

language. Gujarati is 700-year old language spoken by more than 55 million people 

globally, ranking it as the world‟s 26th most spoken native language. An idiom is a term 

with a meaning that is just not related to the word-to-word meaning. Translating idioms 

from languages like Gujarati into other languages can be a daunting task. All existing 

MTS, including Microsoft Bing and Google Translate, cannot properly translate Gujarati 

idioms. In interlingual language processing, the text is to be translated into the same 

language, but in a simplified version. This research work deals with the simplification of 

idiomatic Gujarati text by detecting all Gujarati idioms in any form and replacing all 

Gujarati idioms with equivalent Gujarati meanings. 

Idioms are a group of words that literally say one thing, but when you look them 

up in context, they mean something else. Overall 3472 distinct Gujarati idioms and 6081 

non-distinct Gujarati idioms are examined and categorized as N-gram and M-meaning 

idiom(s). Identifying Gujarati idioms is a difficult task for any MTS because of the 

various morphological structure of the same idiom. This research study collects, analyzes, 

and classifies Gujarati idioms of various inflections based on their end words. After 

categorizing the idioms, their root or base form is determined. The idiom's base form and 

potential idiom phrases are morphologically examined, and 15 rules are created depending 

on the correlation between the base form and the idiom's possible inflections. The 

proposed new morphological analysis-based approach can dynamically recognize Gujarati 

idioms with valid inflections from input text. The focus of this research work is to develop 

and implement suffix and diacritic-based rules for dynamic phrase generation and/or 

idiom recognition in Gujarati language.   

Machine translating a multi-meaning idiom is a difficult task as the surrounding 

contextual information is important for translating a multi-meaning idiom. This research 

work experiments with the Gujarati IndoWordNet to obtain synonyms for words in the 

surrounding context. This study employs an n-gram method and tests different window 

sizes around each idiom having multi-meanings. This study demonstrates the utility of the 

context window in ambiguous semantic recognition of multi-meaning idioms. Dictionary-
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based and context-based search algorithms are used for well-defined and ambiguous 

idioms, respectively.  

Many readability complexity tests exist for English text, but no complexity tests 

exist for Gujarati. To define the readability level of Gujarati idiomatic text, the complexity 

score of Gujarati textual content is calculated. We have adopted a new calculation method 

for the readability complexity score. Because idioms add complexity to the understanding 

of the text, the complexity scoring considered four different parameters, including 

Gujarati idioms. This is innovative and the first in the Gujarati language research 

community.  

The purpose of the research work is to translate Gujarati idioms into all the 

languages of the world through simplification of idioms. This research work classifies the 

Gujarati idioms into N-gram, M-meaning, root idioms, inflected idioms and personage 

idioms. This research work dynamically recognizes all possible idiom phrases from the 

input text through a dictionary-based approach and a diacritic-based and suffix-based rule 

approach. The context-based search approach is applied to determine the meaning of a 

multi-meaning idiom. Readability complexity scores are calculated for the idiomatic 

Gujarati text based on four different parameters. This is the world's first work of this kind. 

From a general technical point of view, this is the natural language processing (NLP) 

application of Gujarati to interlingual translation for the machine translation system 

(MTS) sub-domain. 

 

B. A brief description of the state of the art of the research topic 

Devanagari script is utilized for writing in Gujarati language [1-3]. To know the 

state of the art with an aspect to machine translation system of idiomatic Gujarati text-

based research, an extensive literature review was carried out. No research work was 

found directly related to Gujarati idiom recognition, Gujarati context identification, 

Gujarati idiom translation, and Gujarati text readability complexity score calculation.  

Some nearby research work related to machine translation of Gujarati text was 

noticed, which is enlightening here. Five machine translation systems use Gujarati as a 

source or target language namely AnglaBharati-II [4-6], ANUVADAKSH/EILMT [7-8], 

Google Translate [9-10], MANTRA[11] and Microsoft Bing Translator [12]. Out of these 

five projects, only ANUVADAKSH/EILMT, Google Translate and Microsoft Bing 

Translator are found active online, whereas MANTRA and AnglaBharati-II are found 

inactive. ANUVADAKSH/EILMT converts English into Gujarati, whereas Microsoft 

Bing Translator and Google Translate support both the language pairs English-Gujarati & 
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Gujarati-English [13]. Both MTSs are widely accepted, but they have failed to translate 

Gujarati idioms correctly. 

Some nearby research work related to dynamic detection of idioms in Gujarati 

language was seen, which is notifying here. Rakholia & Saini [14] implemented a 

technique for identifying and extracting Gujarati diacritics using the 8-bit Unicode 

Transformation Format. Sheth & Patel [15] analyzed Gujarati morphology by projecting a 

stemmer called Dhiya. Hybrid morphological analysis paradigm model for Gujarati was 

presented by Patel et al.[16]. Baxi et al.[17] created a Gujarati morphological analyzer 

using a hybrid combination of three different approaches. A rule-based method was 

proposed by Fashwan and Alansary[18] for diacritics detection in modern standard Arabic 

text. Tufis and Ceauşu[19] discussed the use of diacritics in languages and the difficulty in 

recovering missing diacritics in Romanian. Muzny & Zettlemoyer[20] applied a 

supervised approach to automatically identify idioms from a multi-word definitions in 

English Wiktionary. Verma and Vuppuluri[21] combined their knowledge of dictionaries 

with knowledge of the web to experiment with identifying English idioms. 

Some nearby research works related to context identification was found. Fortu & 

Moldovan[22] proposed a context boundary detection algorithm  and used a machine 

learning model to detect subjective contexts. Turney[23] defined the definition of 

functional relevance, such as strong relevance and weekly relevance. Leacock et al.[24] 

projected statistical classifier to recognize meaning of a word. Pedersen & Kulkarni[25] 

used SenseClusters[26], This is a free intelligent system that groups analogous contextual 

texts into natural language texts. Sekiya et al.[27] determined all the senses of each word 

using Reuters news articles. 

Some nearby research works related to Gujarati idiom translation was found. 

Mishra et al. [14] devised a hybrid approach for idiom translation from Hindi to English. 

Authors gathered idioms in Hindi-English language pair form and categorized them into 

three ways depending upon similarities & differences in meaning and forms. Salton et 

al.[29] applied the substitution supported method for English / Brazilian-Portuguese pair. 

Agrawal et al.[30] introduced a multilingual parallel idiom dataset of 2208 idioms for 

English and other seven Indian languages including the Gujarati language. They used 

English idiomatic sentences as a source and converted them into Indian languages. 

Some nearby studies related to assessing the readability complexity of Gujarati 

texts was found. Harvey[31] presented model to measure the complexity of English texts 

using three parts: qualitative, quantitative, and readers and tasks. Uccelli[32] considered 

parameters such as length of word, frequency of unknown term(s), sequence length, and 
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text cohesion in English  text. Anet[33] defined the complexity of English text  as easy-to-

read or difficult text, based on the characteristics of qualitative and quantitative text. 

Barge[34] used 10 dimensions to calculate the rubric of English text complexity. Flesch & 

Kincaid[35] has developed two evaluations, the Flesch Reading Ease and the Flesch 

Kincaid Grade level. Tillman & Hagberg[36] tested the compatibility of readability 

algorithms using Swedish and English. Wikipedia article was used to test three 

algorithms. Venugopal et al.[37-38] tested the complicated phrases in Hindi sentences & 

tested with making use of classical English readability factors to Hindi to decide phrase 

complexity. Sinha et al.[39] claimed that for Bangla and Hindi, readability formulas of 

English are not useful. 

Despite all the research efforts so far, the authors could not discover any research 

related to the idioms in the Gujarati language. From the aspect of natural language 

processing, this lack of research motivated us to initialize this research work. 

C. Motivation 

After a thorough literature review, it was observed that all researchers are facing 

problems in managing the interpretation and translation of idioms. No researcher has 

applied rules on the base form of Gujarati idiom to generate all viable idiom phrases. No 

research has identified any Gujarati idiom formats from the inputted text by exploiting 

rule-based diacritic(s) and suffix insertion technique. No researcher has achieved context 

identification for multi-meaning Gujarati idioms. Further, no researcher has performed 

experiments with surrounding context window sizes for proper meaning identification of 

multi-meaning idiom. All researchers had problems in coping with idiomatic textual 

content of any language. No researchers have analyzed specifically Gujarati personage 

idioms in detail. 

Many researchers thoroughly examine English language textual content in order to 

calculate the readability complexity score. Few researchers have examined Indo-Aryan 

languages such as Hindi, Bengali, and Gujarati with the aid of evaluating them with 

English parameters. No researcher has estimated the readability complexity score of the 

Gujarati idiomatic textual content. 

 

D. Definition of the Problem 

When it comes to idiom translation, all machine translation systems struggle and it 

is more challenging task specifically for multiple-meaning idioms. Furthermore, Gujarati 

idioms appear in Gujarati text in a variety of morphological forms, for this reason locating 
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all phrases of Gujarati idioms inside inputted Gujarati textual content is a tough job for 

any MTS. Gujarati idioms are classified based on N-gram[40] idioms where value of N is 

from 1 to 9, M-meanings idioms where value of M is from 1 to 7, inflected versus static 

idioms and personage idioms[41-42]. As a result, idiom detection becomes a complicated 

task. So rule-based dynamic phrase generation and detection system is required that 

detects all inflected idiom phrases within Gujarati textual content. 

After detecting all idioms from Gujarati text, the second challenge is related to 

simplification or translation of Gujarati idioms. The dictionary-based approach is okay 

with single meaning Gujarati idioms. But, surrounding contextual information is very 

significant to determine specific meaning of multi-meaning idiom. Therefore context 

identification system is needed to decide the particular meaning of multiple meaning 

idiom(s). 

A model is needed that analyzes Gujarati textual content based on the N-gram, 

identifies all forms of the Gujarati idiom from the input text, decides one simplified 

meaning for multiple meaning idioms and substitutes all Gujarati idiom phrases with 

corresponding simple equivalent Gujarati text using a context identification module. As a 

result, simplified output Gujarati text is free from Gujarati idioms and thus it can be used 

by any machine translation system for the further translation process. 

In this aspect, the problem is developing a model that can simplify idiomatic 

Gujarati text for improved interlingual language processing based on the current 

collection of idioms and capable sufficient to integrate the new idioms in future times 

with no or nominal effort. 

 

 

E. Objective and Scope of work 

● To design a system that simplifies idiomatic Gujarati text for improved interlingual 

language processing. 

● To experiment with the generation of dynamic idiom phrases from idiom base form. 

● To design, implement and test the suffix & diacritic-based rules for the dynamic 

form detection of Gujarati idiom(s). 

● To experiment with window size surrounding multiple-meaning idiom. 

● To experiment with the role of contextual information in Gujarati idioms. 

● To do an analysis of idiomatic Gujarati text. 

● To experiment with the readability complexity score for Gujarati idiomatic text.  
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F. Original contribution by the thesis 

The entire work mentioned in this synopsis is innovative and novel work, with the 

research papers as evidence. The proposed model has been visualized as a collection of 

various functionalities with relevant publications. The details of the associated research 

papers are as follow: 

Papers Presented and Published: 

1. A Novel Readability Complexity Score for Gujarati Idiomatic Text, International 

Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications (IJACSA), 13(5), 2022, 

pg453-459. 

2. A Novel Morphological Analysis based Approach for Dynamic Detection of Inflected 

Gujarati Idioms, IJACSA, 13(4), 2022, pg186-193. 

3. A Novel Hybrid Translator for Gujarati to Interlingual English MTS for Personage 

Idioms, 6th International conference on SmartCom 2021, In Press, Springer 

4. Dynamic Phrase Generation for Detection of Idioms of Gujarati Language using 

Diacritics and Suffix-based Rules, IJACSA, 12(7), 2021, pg239-247. 

5. Using IndoWordNet for Contextually Improved Machine Translation of Gujarati 

Idioms, IJACSA, 12(1), 2021, pg225-232. 

6. Context Based MTS for Translating Gujarati Trigram and Bigram Idioms to English, 

2020 International Conference for Emerging Technology (INCET), 2020, pp. 1-6 

7. GIdTra: A dictionary-based MTS for translating Gujarati bigram idioms to English," 

2016 Fourth International Conference on PDGC, 2016, pp. 192-196 

G. The methodology of Research, Results / Comparisons 

a. Data collection 

In total, 3472 distinguishable idioms have been collected from the different Gujarati 

language resources [43-44]. The purpose of idiom data collection is to identify Gujarati 

idioms from Gujarati textual contents. The total number of non-distinctive Gujarati idioms 

is 6081. 

b. Idiom Data Classification 

Analysis of idiom data collection revealed that idiom(s) can be categorized in 3 main 

ways: (1) N-grams where N is 1,2,3,…up to 9 (2) M-meanings where M is 1,2,3,…up to 

7 (3) Inflected idiom(s) versus static/root idiom(s). Static/root idioms are idioms that can 

only be in a single idiom form. Inflected idiom is the idiom that can take many 

morphological forms. A particular category of personage idioms represents a person or 

fictional character in a play or work. Table 1 represents the N-gram based idiom 

classification. Table 2 represents the N-gram wise and M-meanings wise classification of 
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idioms. 

Table 1: N-gram based classification of idioms 

 
 

Table 2: N-gram wise and M-meanings wise idioms classification

 

 

c. Morphological Analysis of Inflected Gujarati Idioms 

To correctly translate Gujarati idioms, it is important to identify all possible forms of 

specific idiom from the given text. Inflected idiom is an idiom that can take many 

morphological forms. Inflections can be applied to the last word of an idiom, which is 

typically the root form of the verb. 

For example, પાચય ભાય „fachar mar‟ (that is disturbing) is root form of an idiom and 

પાચય ભાયલી „fachar maravi‟, પાચય ભાયી „fachar mari‟, પાચય ભાયીને „fachar marine‟, પાચય 

ભાયલાભાાં „fachar maravamam‟ are various possible inflected forms of the same idiom 

used in the Gujarati text. The inflection applies to the last word in the base form of an 
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idiom i.e. on word ભાય „mar‟ here.  

Inflected idioms can be categorized into 4 categories based on the last four letters or 

words as shown in Table 3.  

 

Table 3: Inflected idioms ending with four different words

 

All 4 categories of idioms shown in Table 3 are further studied and can be further 

sub-classified in four different tables. By detailed exhaustive analysis, root/base forms 

of all idioms are accumulated.  

d. Rules to generate possible phrases of idioms from the base idiom 

Using exhaustive morphological exploration and an inverse rule generation 

process, 15 diacritics and suffix-based rules are created to generate different idiom 

phrases from a particular root form of a specific idiom. Out of these 15 rules, one rule is 

related to original base form of an idiom, nine rules are general and applicable to all base 

form of idioms and five rules are idiom exceptions.  

e. Idiom database generation by analyzing M-meaning idioms  

In this research work, Gujarati idioms collections are accumulated in the idiom 

database. Idiom field accumulates the base form of the idiom. Gmeaning field stores 

Gujarati meaning of the idiom. Emeaning stores the English meaning of the idiom. 

Gcwords stocks up the Gujarati context words associated to specific multi-meaning 

Gujarati idiom. If an idiom has a 1-meaning, then Gujarati context words are not 

required in the database for that 1-meaning idiom. When an idiom has more than 1 

meaning, then Gujarati context words are required in the database as they are used to 

identify the correct meaning of that particular Gujarati multiple-meaning idiom. 

Gcwords field stores the updated collection of Gujarati contextual words in terms of 

manual words as well as synonyms words generated using the help of Gujarati 

IndoWordNet. As a part of algorithm implementation, other related fields are created. 
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f. Proposed Model 

The proposed model uses MySQL database software to store the idiom database. 

Scripting language PHP is used for the web development platform. With the use of the 

best available Gujarati IndoWordNet named „pyiwn‟, the synonyms of the particular 

words are populated as a part of the Gujarati contextual words [45-46]. XAMP is used 

as the local webserver to implement the model.  

Step 1: Data collection: 3472 different n-gram Gujarati idioms have been collected 

from various sources of Gujarati language.  

Step 2: Idiom-classification & processing: Idioms are categorized based on n-gram 

(n=1-9), m-meaning (m=1-7), inflected idioms, static idioms, and Personage idioms. 

Wherever possible, each Gujarati idiom's base form is generated to store in the idiom 

database. Suffixes and diacritics can then be dynamically attached to the base format to 

derive new idiom phrases. 

Step 3: Rules generation by morphological analysis of idioms: Identifiable 3472 

Gujarati idioms and their various forms are examined and 15 suffix and diacritic-based 

rules are created for dynamic form generation and recognition of idioms.  

Step 4: Idiom database generation:  As per the database design defined in Section G 

(e).  

Step 5: gcwords (Gujarati Context Words) data generation: gcwords are the 

updated collection of Gujarati contextual words (manual words as well as synonyms 

words generated using Gujarati IndoWordNet).  

Step 6: Accept Gujarati input text: Accept Gujarati input text. This can include any 

number of N-gram idiom(s).  

Step 7: Preprocessing of input text: Removes the extra space at the ends of the input 

text. Eliminate extra white spaces within the input text. Tokenization: Apply 

tokenization to the input text. Now each input token is ready for comparison. 

Step 8: N-gram processing phase and searching: This module generates text 

concatenations by combining the different numbers of contiguous tokens (9-gram to 1-

gram). This concatenation text is used in searching for the presence of N-gram idioms 

(by comparing with the idiom column in Step 9) 
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Step 9: Dynamic phrase generation for the detection of Gujarati idioms via suffix 

and diacritics-based rules: By applying 15 rules created in Step 3, the recommended 

algorithm generates all potential idiom(s) phrases for a given n-gram idiom. Generated 

dynamic idiom forms are compared to the idiom column. 

Step 10: Context identification phase 

(a) For a single-meaning idiom, the context identification step is not required; it directly 

displays simplified Gujarati meaning from the database.  

(b) For idioms having more than one meaning, suitable simplified Gujarati meaning is 

identified by applying left and right window size surrounding a particular idiom.  

 Stop-words Removal: Ignore Gujarati stop-words when applying left and right 

window sizes surrounding a particular idiom phrase. 

 For each probable meaning of a specific idiom, the algorithm calculates the 

frequency tally of surrounding contextual words by comparing it to the gcwords 

(Gujarati Context Words) field. 

 Frequency count of gcwords and the popularity column determine the particular 

meaning of the idiom. 

Step 11:  Display output as simplified Gujarati meaning of all Gujarati idioms:  

The idiom entered inside the input text is compared to the various idiom forms 

generated in step 9. If a matching form of Gujarati idiom is detected in the input, the 

proposed algorithm presents its simplified Gujarati meaning (gmeaning) considering the 

surrounding context information as per step 10; otherwise it will display the text or 

idiom as it is. The results show the replacement of a particular Gujarati idiom with an 

equivalent simple Gujarati meaning. 

Step 12: Determine readability complexity score for the idiomatic Gujarati text:  

Readability score is a computer-calculated score that approximates the level of 

knowledge a person needs to read a text easily. The number of letters in every word, the 

number of diacritic in every word, number of n-gram Gujarati idioms, and number of 

m-meaning Gujarati idioms are used to score the complexity of a Gujarati text. 

Different points of complexity are assigned to different idiom classifications. The 

complexity score is calculated as the sum of four parameters or complexity points 

namely word, diacritics, gram and meaning. Table 4 determines the type / level of 

complexity of idiomatic Gujarati text as output depending on the total complexity score.  
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Table 4: Complexity type based on complexity score 

 

g. Results / Comparisons 

Results have always been an important part of research. Prior to proceeding with 

the results, no exact similar work related to the identification and simplification of 

Gujarati idioms was found. It just makes this work unique and novel. 

 Results: Context identification 

Contextual terms preceding the particular idiom and the context terms following the 

specific idiom should be regarded as context information in order to determine the exact 

meaning of multi-meaning idioms. 

Experiment-1: Three cases were tested to determine the context (1) only the left 

window (2) only the right window (3) the left and right windows at the same time.  

Experiment-1 findings revealed two things:  

a) Both right and left windows are required. 

b) For all searches for Ngram idioms in the given text, the generating sequence 

from 9 grams to 1 gram is the better than 1 gram to 9 gram sequence. 

Experiment-2: Using the two parameters determined in Experiment-1, Experiment-2 is 

carried out, in which three points are assessed (1) different left and right window sizes 

(2) include or eliminate stop-words (3) use Gujarati words from WordNet only or with 

by hand collected words added as context information.  

Experiment-2 results revealed three conclusions:  

a) Stop words provide no contextual information. 

b) All words, including WordNet and newly added Gujarati words, ought to be used 

as “Gujarati Context Words‟. WordNet words by themselves do not produce better 

results. 

c) To define context words for idioms with multiple meanings, the minimum left 

window size seven and a right window size seven are required.  
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 Results: Dynamic detection of Gujarati idioms from the Input 

Various valid phrases or expressions of Gujarati idioms are entered as input within 

Gujarati text. All idiom phrases have been correctly identified by the recommender 

system. Key point is that the recommended system cannot recognize an idiom that does 

not exist in the database. 

 Results: Diverse inflected forms of the same Gujarati idiom entered as input 

Table 5 shows the results for the given Gujarati idiomatic text. Dissimilar legitimate 

inflected idiom forms of the similar Gujarati base idiom are given as separate input and 

the output is the simplified Gujarati meaning and the same for all inflected idiom 

phrases. 

Table 5: Output of the inflected forms of the idiom entered as input 

Sr No. Input text Output text (Gujarati meaning) 

1 પાચય ભાય „fachar mar‟ 

લચભાાં અડચણ નાખલી 
„vacamam adacana nakhavi‟ 

 

i.e. to disrupt 

2 પાચય ભાયલી „fachar maravi‟ 

3 પાચય ભાયી „fachar mari‟ 

4 પાચય ભાયીને „fachar marine‟ 

5 પાચય ભાયલાભાાં „fachar maravamam‟ 

 

 Results: Different M-meaning idiom as input and corresponding output 

Table 6 shows the output of the given input Gujarati text containing idiom(s). The 

output text is Gujarati equivalent for a particular idiom. In the output text, all Gujarati 

idiom(s) are replaced with equivalent simple Gujarati meanings.  

Table 6: Simplified output for the Input text containing idiom(s) 

Sr.  

No. 
Input text Output text (Gujarati meaning) 

1 દુનનમાભાાં સાચા નભત્ર ભે એ અગત્મનુાં છે. નભત્રો ઘણા હોમ છે 
ણ એભાાં સ્લાથથવનૃિ હોમ છે. નભત્રો ફનાલલાભાાં ગોથુાં ખાવુાં 
સાયી ફાફત નથી. એક બગલાન અને સાંત એલા છે કે જેને આ 
દુનનમાભાાં કોઈ સ્લાથથ નથી, બક્ત થાવુાં કઠણ છે. હાથથી સેલા 
કયીએ. નાનણથી સાલધાન યહવેુાં કે એલી કોઈ ખોટી રારચ 
ભે તો જીલ ફગાડલો નહીં. 

દુનનમાભાાં સાચા નભત્ર ભે એ અગત્મનુાં છે. નભત્રો ઘણા હોમ છે 
ણ એભાાં સ્લાથથવનૃિ હોમ છે. નભત્રો ફનાલલાભાાં ભરૂ કયલી 
સાયી ફાફત નથી. એક બગલાન અને સાંત એલા છે કે જેને આ 
દુનનમાભાાં કોઈ સ્લાથથ નથી, બક્ત થાવુાં કઠણ છે. હાથથી સેલા 
કયીએ. નાનણથી સાલધાન યહવેુાં કે એલી કોઈ ખોટી રારચ 
ભે તો રરચાવુાં નહીં. 

2 અહીં સોટીનો શુાં અથથ થામ? નીનતલચનો ૧૩:૨૪ પ્રભાણ ેએભાાં 
ભાફાની સિાનો સભાલેળ થામ છે. એનો એલો અથથ નથી 
થતો કે ફાક કાંઈ ણ ભરૂ કયે એટર ેતેને ભાયવુાં જ જોઈએ. 
અમકુ ફાકને આંખ ફતાલલી જ પયૂતી છે. ફીજાન ે કદાચ 
ઠકો આલો જ પયૂતો હોમ છે. અથલા એલી ફીજી કોઈ 
મોગ્મ સજા આલી ડે. 

અહીં સોટીનો શુાં અથથ થામ? નીનતલચનો ૧૩:૨૪ પ્રભાણે એભાાં 
ભાફાની સિાનો સભાલેળ થામ છે. એનો એલો અથથ નથી 
થતો કે ફાક કાંઈ ણ ભરૂ કયે એટર ેતેને ભાયવુાં જ જોઈએ. 
અમકુ ફાકને ધભકી આલી જ પયૂતી છે. ફીજાન ે કદાચ 
ઠકો આલો જ પયૂતો હોમ છે. અથલા એલી ફીજી કોઈ મોગ્મ 
સજા આલી ડ.ે 

3 કેટરાક આલા જ ઘયેલ ુ નસુ્ખા જે આંખોની સભસ્માભાાં 
યાભફાણની જેભ કાભ કયે છે. જો લધાયે તકરીપ કે સભસ્મા 
હોમ તો ડોક્ટયને આંખ ફતાલલી લધાયે સાયી. જટટર સભસ્મા 
ભાટે ફ-ેત્રણ  ડોક્ટયનો અભબપ્રામ રેલો સાયો. 

કેટરાક આલા જ ઘયેલ ુ નસુ્ખા જે આંખોની સભસ્માભાાં 
યાભફાણની જેભ કાભ કયે છે. જો લધાયે તકરીપ કે સભસ્મા 
હોમ તો ડોક્ટયને આંખ ફતાલલી લધાયે સાયી. જટટર સભસ્મા 
ભાટે ફ-ેત્રણ ડોક્ટયનો અભબપ્રામ રેલો સાયો. 
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 Results: Comparison of English Translation with Google Translate 

Table 7 represents the comparison of the results between Google Translate and the 

proposed model for input text as Gujarati idiom. The proposed model uses a context 

based search for the appropriate translation of multi-meaning Gujarati idioms and 

displays simplified output results in Gujarati depending upon the context. Google 

Translate even fails in translating single-meaning idioms.  

Table 7: Comparison of Google Translate English translation and recommended system 

 

 

 Results: Assessing the readability complexity of idiomatic text 

In the following input text example, complexity value is calculated as 21.3. This is in 

the between the range of 20 to 40, so the complexity type output is FAIRLY SIMPLE. 

Example:  
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H. Achievements with respect to objectives 

● Gujarati Idioms have been categorized into N-Gram (N=1-9), M-meaning (M=1-7), 

static and inflected idioms, personage idioms. 

● Diacritics and suffix-based rules were identified and validated manually by 

morphological analysis of inflected idioms.  

● Fifteen rules based on diacritics and suffixes have been implemented for dynamic 

phrase generation and Gujarati idiom recognition.   

● Context identification module was developed to determine the particular meaning of 

multi-meaning Gujarati idioms using surrounded contextual words. 

● Readability complexity score calculation method was deployed based on four different 

parameters to define the level of complexity of Gujarati idiomatic text. 

● A particular category of personage Gujarati idiom was identified and implemented 

for interlingual translation from Gujarati to English. 

● Developed a model for simplification of idiomatic Gujarati text for Interlingual 

language processing. 

● Found list of 887 Gujarati words[47] which are missing in Gujarati IndoWordNet. 
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I. Conclusion 

All Gujarati machine translation systems including Microsoft Translator and 

Google Translator face the problem with the idiomatic Gujarati text. Based on the 

results acquired, the proposed system has been approved to deserve a real 

implementation of machine translation of Gujarati idiomatic text. The proposed system 

simplifies the idiom by successfully recognizing all Gujarati idiom phrases present in 

the input and replacing them with the corresponding Gujarati meanings of the idiom. 

This model translates all Gujarati idioms into the same Gujarati language but in 

simplified Gujarati meaning as a part of interlingual processing. The result provided by 

the proposed system is simplified Gujarati text that does not contain any Gujarati 

idioms. This helps to translate Gujarati idioms into other languages of the world. 

Overall 3472 distinct and 6081 non-distinct idioms are collected, analyzed and 

classified. 

Further, as Gujarati idioms are used in a variety of formats and in a variety of 

contexts in real life, recognizing all of them can be a difficult job for any MTS. The 

proposed system detects all inflected and static idiom formats from the Gujarati text by 

employing a dictionary-based approach and a rule-based approach to generate dynamic 

idiom forms. Dynamic generation and detection of idioms are possible using the newly 

generated 15 suffix and diacritics-based rules. In the case of multiple meaning idioms, a 

context-based search algorithm determines the particular meaning of the idiom using 

surrounding contextual words.  

In addition, the readability complexity prediction model calculates the 

readability complexity score and predicts the complexity type for the idiomatic Gujarati 

text by considering four different parameters. The proposed model paves the way for 

other Gujarati researchers to define the readability levels of Gujarati texts and the 

Gujarati natural language processing tasks. 

The research conducted so far is enough to provide a new way for aspiring 

researchers with a new perspective on other relevant aspects of natural language 

processing in the future. 
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